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ABSTRACT:

In this paper an attempt has been made to develop architecture to evaluate a supplier for part 

procurement using intelligent software agent (ISA) technology by employing analytical hierarchy process 

(AHP) on the World Wide Web. This paper presents a framework which will reduce purchasing cost while 

increasing the speed, flexibility and efficacy of procurement through seamless network integration and 

automated performance of the key process activities along the supply chain. 

This gives the feel of intelligent agent technology which is having potential to become one of the 

most important tools for E-Commerce in the twenty first century.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Today web technology is one of the bastions of our modern lifestyle and for our prosperity, in 

which ISA technology plays a central role. The ability to learn faster than competitors may be the only 

sustainable advantage in dynamic business environments challenge enterprises in many ways [1]. There are 

compulsions to come up with new products for new markets and new customers, new alliances merges and 

partnership have to be formed and new competitions have to be faced. These challenges create great strain on 

the existing supply chain [3]. There is a dire need for an application technology that can make quick 

intelligent decision based on real time information wherever there is such a need; such technology will prove 

the competitive edge of one company over another.

With the emergence of the World Wide Web, more and more companies have established a visible 

presence by publishing their product on their website. If this information can be accessed automatically, 

ideally without human intervention the time required for part procurement can be reduced drastically which is 

important in supply chain management [2]. Multiagent system can potentially fulfill above requirement and



gives a powerful approach to support supply chain information architecture, which speed up modeling and 

quality decision making.

2. SUPPLIER SELECTION:
2.1) Importance:

Selection and management of right supplier is key to obtaining desired level of quality, necessary 

level of technical support, and essential level of service on time at a right price. A good supplier is an 

invaluable resource to the organization requiring its product or service; such supplier makes a direct 

contribution to a firm’s success. They can assist their customers with product development, value analysis, 

and timely delivery of the desired level of quality. Good buyer-seller relations facilitates the buyer’s efforts to 

gain superior performance, extra service, co-operation on cost reduction programs, and willingness to share 

in new processes and procedures.

2.1) Issues in Supplier Selection:

Following are the issues to be considered while selecting the supplier.

1) Early supplier involvement.

2) Number of suppliers.

3) Share of supplier business.

4) Buying locally, nationally or internationally.

• Manufacturing Inputs: Raw materials and components going directly into Manufactured product which 

    mostly tend to be vertical in nature.

• Operating Inputs: Includes industrial supplies, capital equipments, service and travel related services 

     which tend to be horizontal.

3. PROCUREMENT SCENARIO: 
In this section traditional and internet based procurement practices are elaborated.

3.1) Traditional Procurement Practice:

  Traditional procurement process begins with a user in the organization identifying a need and 

determining preliminary purchasing requirement. A market survey follows with the market information used

to complete a procurement request form by technical release representative (TRR) who bridges the gap 

between users requesting an item, approval managers, purchasing management personnel and vendors. These 



TRRs are delegated a specified level of procurement authorization. If the purchasing requirement is beyond 

TRRs they send request to purchasing department (PD). PD re-searches other potential supplier for 

procurement, in addition to the sources identified through market surveys. Request for quotations (RFQ) are 

generally issued next, and vendor prepared quotations is analyzed by the TRRs, who then summarize the 

information for review and source selection users. A purchased order is subsequently issued, and the 

transaction is complete when the product is delivered to user and payment is made to and deposited by the 

vendor.

    Traditional procurement practice
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Fig1. Process Flow Diagram for Traditional Procurement process



Disadvantages of Traditional Methods:
 Limited market knowledge can result in partnering with weak vendor and upset the procurement

    Process.

 The process of inviting manual quotes and subsequent scrutiny results in longer cycle time.

 Vendor does not have chance to revise his bid.

 Internal checks required to maintain fairness, which utilizes substantial man-hours.

 Low transparency for the vendors.

3.2) Internet Based Procurement:

Business to Business E-commerce is gaining importance as development of internet based technologies 

taking faster, increasing market efficiency. Procurement revolution over the time is shown in Fig. 3. In 

Internet based procurement user gets need and send E-mail to TRR about the product requirement. TRR 

verifies the product data management repository and initiates the RFQ; otherwise forward it to purchasing 

department. PD searches E-market place for the product by getting proper assistance from TRR. Fig.4 shows 

the example of marketplace. After selecting vendors, PD updates product data repository and initiates RFQs. 

Fig2. Process Flow Diagram for a General Procurement Process
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After proper interaction with TRR, vendor submit their bids for the internet auction winning bidder is 

allowed for the further interaction with users and TRR, which then ship’s goods and acknowledges. Thereby 

payment transaction is initiated by PD.

                         
                             

Fig.4 Classification of Business-To-Business Hubs
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  Exchanges
• E-Steel

• PaperExchange

• AltraEnergy

• ChemConnect

    MRO Hubs
• MRO .com

• NetBuy.com

• BizBuyer.com
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4. INTELLIGENT SOFTWARE AGENT:

                ISA are software entities that carry out some set of operations on behalf of a user or another 

program with some degree of independence or autonomy and in so doing employ some knowledge or 

representation of the users goals or designs. 

                 Intelligent agents continuously perform three functions: Perception of dynamic conditions in the 

environment, Action to affect conditions in the environment, reasoning to interpret perceptions, Solve 

problems, Draw inferences and determine actions.

4.1) Internal   Structure:

Basically agent consists of following components as shown in Fig.5:

Fig.5 Internal Structure of IA

1) Network interface: - Network interface is use for connecting the agents to the system.

2) Communication Interface: - It is required for incoming and outgoing messages.

3) Knowledge about itself: - It is required for doing the task autonomously

4) Knowledge about other agents: - It is required for maintaining co-ordination between two agents.

5) Knowledge about its environment:-It is necessary for taking corrective action in the  dynamic 

environment.
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6) Knowledge about project: - It required to do the work ion behalf of user without  taking much intervention 

from the user

7) Reasoning mechanism: - It is required for using its own knowledge

8) Learning mechanism: -It is required for updating its knowledge.

9) Control mechanism: -It is required for controlling its action and events. 

4.2) Coding:

        Coding is the most important task in developing a multiagent system for particular application. We are 

following the approach given bellow.

1) Agent main procedure:

a) To declare global variable and command line options that can be passed to agent at start up.

b) To register agent with the distributed services.

c) To restore configuration data to agents internal memory.

d) Declaring any private variable agent will use to exchange data with cooperating agents

e) Registering agent dependence on another cooperating agents

2)   Any task and subtask that will calculate and store attribute values in internal memory or simple network 

protocol:

Agents task are responsible for performing the following function at their registered intervals

a) Quarrying agents resource or application

b) Calculating attribute values based on the responses to those queries.

c) Putting the calculated values into agent’s internal memory.

d) Sending the calculated values to storages

2) Call –back function that will be executed in response to get requests, set requests, control messages and 

so forth.

      Call back function is necessary for following different task

a) To get one or more request we require at least one get callback function.

b) To set one or more request require set callback function before shutting down an exit call back 

function.

d) For manipulation of the value of a private variable call back function

4) Compiling, building and linking agent code: It varies with development Standards (FIPA, KIF, CORBA, 

COM/DCOM) [12] and the tools   (JATLite, JACK, ABE, ADE, AgentBuilder, AOS, ABS) [6] used.

What business 
buys



4.3) Interaction between IA:

          To facilitate communication, agent could use a blackboard method to a global variable array in 

multithread programming. As each agent works on a problem, it periodically posts results to the blackboard 

and retrieves new information posted by other agents. This information therefore needs a descriptive, 

consistent and clear structure; this is where KIF (knowledge interface format) and KQML (knowledge query 

manipulation language) focuses on message format and handling protocols for communication between 

agents. It defines the operations that agent may attempt on each others knowledge base and provides a basic 

architecture for agents to store knowledge and information. KQML and KIF do not contain data, but they 

define format in which data is stored [7].

Three Levels of KQML are as follows:

1) Content level defined by the content parameter

2) Communication level specified by the reply with sender and receiver parameter.

3) Message level specified by the performance name, language specification and ontology.

4.4) Applications:

We found that ISA can be used in every field of engineering

1) Enterprise Integration: Agent is use for integrating the function like purchasing, scheduling, planning, 

control, which will help in getting higher market share [6].

2) Concurrent Engineering: For involving the knowledge from different field like design, manufacturing, 

marketing supplier all other manufacturing sources in the process of design [5].

3) Manufacturing Control: Algorithm for operating a manufacturing plant, taking in to account both the 

present and past state of manufacturing plant as well as demand from the market [6].

4) Supply Chain Management: Agent can use for making cooperation between suppliers, partners and 

customers for material supply, part fabrication final product commercialization and so on [6].

5) Knowledge Based Engineering for product design.

6) Collaborative web mining system.

7) Business to Business transaction [2].

Client   Server Supplier Server

KQML

Client Agent Server Agent



5) PROBLEM DEFINITION:

               Today manufacturing companies are facing intense global competition and consequently incredible 

pressure to reduce the cost and development time of a new product. It is well known that a substantial 

proportion of the cost of a typical engineering product is accounted for raw material, component and other 

supplies. Average manufacturer purchases of goods and services amount to 55% of revenue. Purchasing is 

thus one of the most crucial and vital activities of business as it has significant impact on finance, operations 

and competitiveness of the organization. Outsourcing is rapidly gaining importance due to number of reasons 

related to cost, core competence and managerial complicities of organization. Activity specialization 

procurement is tedious and protracted due to data gathering and prolonged negotiation.

5.1) Overall Goal and Objectives:

             The overall goal of this work is to provide an insight into the role and effect of Internet Technologies 

using ISA on the procurement performance for increasing productivity of purchase department.

              Objective of this work is to develop a framework which will reduce purchasing cost while increasing 

the speed, flexibility and efficacy of procurement through seamless network integration and automated 

performance of the key process activities along the supply chain. We are going to use heterogeneous 

multiagent system architecture for evaluating supplier by employing analytical hierarchy process (AHP) and

accessing information automatically, ideally without the need of human intervention 

5.2) Scope:

            This model will replaced the conventional mode of purchasing to procured component electronically 

in which agents will be able to perform market survey, disseminate and respond to RFQs, analyses quotation, 

select a source and then place and fill the order electronically all within very short span of time. Agents can 

be specialized to reflect the needs and preferences of a particular individual user in the enterprise. It will help 

to integrate buyer-seller supply chain processes.

6. PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR PART PROCUREMENT:

Following flowchart shows the architecture of the proposed system.



Fig.6 Flowchart

Client Server: 

               At the client server the user-friendly graphical interface is displayed to facilitate the input of 

purchasing specification and their corresponding weights. List of URL must known and embedded into the 

ISA. The client agent is launched as a packet which will search the Internet for the first supplier website. The 

packet is a vector or objects that containing four elements.

a. Source: It contains the agent name along with URL of preceding and succeeding host server.

b. Destination: It consists of list of URL for the entire exercise.

c. Agent coding: It assign the class of agent in the form of byte code

d. Initial values: It is a buffer that stores the specification in Unicode text format (UTF).

                                                           

Fig.7 Block Diagram of Client Supplier Interaction
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Host Server:

            It is having following modules:

a. Traffic monitor: It detects for the incoming signal of a client agent on the designated PC port

b. Receptor: It is a program, which collect the client agent packet and authenticates the name of the agent. If 

an agent with the same name is present in the host server at that time the incoming agent will be ignored 

and a warning message sent to its client server. 

c. Realiser: It no agent with the same name is present the receptor agent will pass the entire Packet to a 

Realiser, which will in turn match the agent’s URL destination.  

d. Negotiation: In the negotiation process client and host agents exchange messages coded in the syntax of 

KQML. 

e. Transporter: Reforms the agent packet by appending the additional information to the result of negotiation

to the buffer strings. 

f.   Database: Data is one of the most important support components for decision-making.

      Decision-making can occur when data are combined with rules. It contains factual technical information; 

reference data and prototype models of knowledge that pertains to the problem under consideration. The 

agent consists of database knowledge and rules for manipulating this knowledge in application to 

specific domain. 

Working of Model:

            Client server creates and launches the client agent (contains input of purchasing specification and 

their corresponding weights and URL), which then travels on its own accord to a supplier server. Once the 

client agent arrives at the host server, the latter activates a host agent and transaction between two agents 

commences. The client agent passes the purchasing specification to the host agent, subsequently passes to 

product database of the host server. The host agent can choose to either accept or reject the client agent 

inquiry. If it accepts, the host agent tries to make its best offer otherwise the client agent will be conveyed 

accordingly. The client server ranks the relative attractiveness of the various offers from the suppliers that 

responded to the client agent inquiry. The client agent assigns a weight (between 1 to 9) to reflect the relative 

importance of each of the procurement specification and ranks the suppliers offer according to the suppliers 

and users (clients) specification by using analytical hierarchy process (AHP). A short list of offers ranked in 

order of merit will be generated and displayed on the client side, which will be the great help to select a 

supplier among the different suppliers.



7) PLAN OF WORK:

We are developing a system for supplier evaluation by using Analytical Hierarchy process (AHP) and 

intelligent software agent technology to reduce the procurement cycle time by replacing the present mode of 

procurement which will definitely reduce the cost of procurement and help in improving product 

development cycle time and quality of product.  

The implementations of the proposed system will be on Windows XP having 128 MB of RAM and 2.2 GHz 

Pentium Processor. Software: J2EE, Java agent template (JATLite) [14] which contains public domain API 

used as an agent development environment. Java will be used to program various agents in the system 

because of the inherent advantages of java in networking and need to use java classes provided by the 

JATLite. Communication between two systems is achieved through socket.
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Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP):

AHP is well suited for evaluation problems whose objectives have a hierarchical structure. It is a multicriteria 

decision making process that allows working with both numerical factors and those that are intangible and 

subjective. It provides a way to determine both the weights and values for each criterion in a consistent, 

methodologically correct and institutively acceptable manner [4].


